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ABSTRACT 

D E L I V E R Y 

DAMIAN BROWN 

 D E L I V E RY is a novella about a futuristic world that essentially works fine, and a 

woman forced to find out why. The story is set in a Pacific nation, the Sol Coast Republic, in a 

future so distant that the United States is an embarrassing memory, but with technology that is 

only slightly more advanced than we see around us today. We, humanity, have achieved 

universal peace and plenty, and yet Ciara Way, the protagonist, still chooses to have an actual 

job. She is a courier, and she hand-delivers packages to reclusive clients throughout the 

southwest, and one day finds herself caught in a conspiracy of self-driving cars, wiry robotic 

monsters, and intelligent racoons.  

 This novella has a long developmental history. Its earliest seed was planted in a few 

writing exercises in Erin Stalcup’s undergraduate fiction workshop. One piece was a hybrid 

poem/story/computer code about a woman in a lilac dress executing a robot, the other scraps of 

an outline about an eccentric woman training pet racoons to unlace shoes. The hybrid piece was 

submitted in my application packet for MFA programs, which I hope helped convince the NAU 

program to accept me into theirs. Almost two years later, in the Spring of 2020, I revisited the 

concepts in a hasty draft for Dr. Nicole Walker’s environmental writing class, and then expanded 

that into the first few chapters in Chelsey Johnson’s fiction workshop, where I hoped to 

restructure the narrative into something that contorts the classic hero’s journey into a more 

woven, wavey series of events that do not necessarily leave the reader with answers, but instead 

lay out clues that invite them to practice the hard work of resolution in the face of calamity 

themselves. 
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I have been feeling the burden of the impending apocalypse, in both life and in literature, 

and wanted to write a story from the perspective of a world that overcame it. The principle 

writing of the piece straddles the consequential divide from before and after the COVID-19 

pandemic began, and while not directly speaking to that national shame and global tragedy, I 

hope the work imparts the precarity of humanity, and the struggles we face to maintain our 

balance between peace and justice. When I set my story in a utopian future, my intent was not to 

allow myself to simply worldbuild away a global reckoning with the injustice spurred by 

centuries of colonial violence, or to plaster over the imminent struggle of climate change. 

Instead, I hoped to present an audience with a lens with which to see another world where those 

wounds have become scars, and the turmoil that comes from both their prolonged existence, and 

hopefully one day, sincere attempts at healing. 

 My reaction to contemporary climate science fiction and the classics of u/dystopian 

literature informs the character, plot, and themes of D E L I V E R Y. The long time of history 

explored in works like the Foundation series by Isaac Asimov (introduced to me by Dr. Karen 

Renner), and more recently in N. K. Jemisen’s The Broken Earth series, informs my 

dissection/creation of the competing cultures that vie for philosophical dominance in the Sol 

Coast. In my interrogation of the tool of violence that pervades the cyberpunk future in works 

like Neuromancer by William Gibson, and is still ongoing in popular cli-fi works like Octavia 

Butler’s Parable of the Sower and Paolo Bacigalupi’s The Water Knife, I hoped to present a 

more straight-faced ideological struggle for my human characters to overcome. Two more works, 

whose inspiration speaks to the value of the NAU M.F.A programs commitment to cross genre 

and hybrid exploration, is Anna Tsing’s The Mushroom at the End of the World and Elizabeth 

Kolbert’s The Sixth Extinction, both of which gave me a non-fiction grounding for the 
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complexity of the ecological and social narratives that shape our world on which to base my 

elaborate science fiction machinations. 

 As much as I love my worlds within worlds, the setting and character work that demands 

the sentences of prose fiction, I could not help but sprinkle my other passion for words within 

words, as fostered especially by Nicole Walker’s poetry workshops. I hope that my fanciful 

phrases and etymological symbologies do not distract but enhance the contemplative tone of the 

novella. I also was heavily inspired by the aesthetics of the Vaporwave digital music genre as a 

foil to the industrial, orientalist roots of the cyberpunk genre D E L I V E R Y hopes to contend 

with, and by my life growing up in desert of the Phoenix, Arizona valley, desperately hoping to 

escape the heat. 

 My peers in my MFA program, as well as my professors, including those not yet 

mentioned above, Sherwin Bistui, Lawrence Lenhart, and KT Thompson, have been an 

invaluable source of inspiration for not just D E L I V E R Y, but all of my recent writing. Special 

thanks to Dr. Ann Cummins, who taught my very first fiction workshop in the Spring of 2014, 

and tricked me into doing this writing thing when she praised my story about a kid stuck in a 

Jeep with their smoking dad, driving off-road through the Arizona desert, and finding an old, 

rusted shack. 
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[INSERT]_01.PICKUP 

Palm trees sway in a hot autumn breeze as Ciara Way walks down the idle boulevards of 

Anaheim, California. The largely uninhabited mall complex basks beneath the late afternoon sun, 

accompanied by a series of inattentive marble statuettes that stare into the middle distance over 

her shoulder. A few observers watch her strut through the decorative archways, semi-interested 

by a person passing by so early in the evening. But, most fuddle with their coffee makers, and 

hardly care to spare more than a glance outside the tinted windows of their plasticrete palisades.  

Ciara stops at a fountain display to check the route she programmed during the drive in. 

Her unoccupied hand pets the water in the fountain basin. Decorative water displays have been 

coming back into vogue in wealsome towns like Anaheim, the ones with the political capital or 

new credit to leverage the necessary desalinators. The sound of the bubbling fountain fizz 

charms her, a contrast to the pervasive low rumble of the acclimatizers that she grew up around. 

The Anaheim plaza's ACs weren't nearly as loud as the ones in the wroughted Urbia 

megapartments. 

Her empty satchel bounces at her side, waiting to receive whatever mysterious quarry 

awaits at the end of her route. When a client orders a hand delivery courier, it almost always 

means it is something truly unique, too risky to fly out on a delivery drone that could get 

poached. Specialty models for whack secret projects that'll fail in three years when the incos 

realize nobody buys their stuff except other incos. At least they keep her moving.  

Ciara’s mom taught her better than to waste water on fun and games. She pulls her hand 

from the pond, flicks the spare droplets back in the basin, and sucks the remaining liquid off her 

fingers. A vertical stream sputters out a mist when she stands. Her reflection alights, imposed 

into an advertisement projected up from below the water, for one of the clothing stores that 
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encircle the plaza. Fashion-people are almost as cash thirsty as the incos these days. Her face 

distorts beneath the ripples in the water, and the eagerly jittering price of a new linen shirt. A few 

loose strands of auburn hair rebound around her neck, and frame the lenses of her turquoise 

shades. 

She carries on, distracted by the pleasant squeaking of her sneakers against the synthetic 

concrete, when a car zooms itself inches from her side. A stark white blur, a shadow of lilac 

behind the dark tinted windows, it rushes so close it clips her satchel and whips it in a loop 

around her shoulder like a tetherball. She stumbles, erratic, catches herself upright. The car 

drives off in the same direction she is heading. It stops for just a moment at the end of the street, 

and she catches the glint of a decal, a curved silver serpent, as the car speeds up again and 

slithers around the corner. 

Ciara is not easy to scare, often to a fault. A biographer might call her fearless; her 

girlfriend calls her clueless. Her instinct is confusion and anger, not terror. She untangles the 

satchel and grumbles at the reckless machine, rolling her ankle in place to check she didn't sprain 

it. A burning sensation grows on her neck where the satchel strap wrung her. 

The newer models are trying too hard to be futuristic. Downplay the windshield, 

highlight the portal doors, slap on a goofy-looking neon trim. Beg the world to buy that your 

product survived the climate catastrophe unscathed, and now, we’re the Future of 

Transportation. Just because we don’t need steering wheels anymore doesn’t mean everything 

has to change.  

The programmed destination is a non-descript single-story box-plot, painted the same 

pastel blue of every other building on the alleyway. No sign of the car here. Part of her had 

hoped it was the client who hit her. She would get to casually rub the rash on her neck, and tell 
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them of the craziest thing that just happened to her. She’d lament the risky programming of the 

latest driverminds while whoever they were squirmed in their seat.  

Instead, there is nothing at all outside the pick-up spot, nary an external mark to identify 

this as the correct building, save a miniscule address code painted in small block letters above 

the door: 15015C. Flat, one-way cloudy glass in the frame. Ciara adjusts her shades, pushes up 

the brim of her cap an inch, and presses against a bronze panel to open the door.  

She had expected to see something inside at least. Perhaps a lazy fashion-designer’s 

assistant leaning over a counter and wasting time on their phone waiting for Ciara to arrive. They 

would hand over the package with an eye-roll and a smile, strut out of the room, and climb down 

into the fun part of the city underground. Instead, she meets just a room: a perfect rectangle, no 

other doors inside. Taupe walls painted with mint green vines that crawl down from the ceiling 

to graze the matte tan floor. There is a slightly off center, shin-high coffee table, a potted 

succulent set in the middle of it, a stack of paper magazines beside that, and a small leather 

beanbag chair. A fluorescent light, the kind that emits the sickly yellow-green of ghost town 

street lamps or a school classroom, flickers on as Ciara steps fully inside the strange room and 

closes the door behind her. A love for unusual places is the reason she got into the courier life. 

She's been to stranger pick-ups.  

Well… she assures herself, dirtier ones at least.  

She drags the beanbag nearer the magazine pile and settles in.  The issue on top is an 

ancient copy of Time magazine. November 2028. Gloss-paper is a rare find, and a stack of relics 

left unattended in an unlocked building before sundown was curious. Even in a safe city like 

Anaheim. 

“Cool,” says Ciara to the empty room, trying to provoke a reaction as she picks up the top 
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copy. “I dig retro.” 

A paragraph into a long-dead politico's take on a long-dead nation’s electoral system, her 

phone pings with a series of messages. She sets down the magazine and reads from her 

dispatcher Aimy: Ciara!!! / Client says package on route / hold tight! / “Dont freak out” were 

the exact words. / IS anything freaky happening? Ciara glances around the uninteresting room to 

try and render a suitable reply. The read receipt must have triggered the nervous woman’s 

overtuned danger sense, and another series of messages flood in: IS everything OKAY? / You 

know your rights! / Drop it all if it starts to freak you out!!!  

Ciara likes Aimy. Most dispatchers just sit in headquarters behind a screen for an hour or 

two each day and collect their percentage bump. Aimy pays attention to her couriers though, 

checks in on them, even though the panic Aimy endures because of that devotion seems 

unhealthy from Ciara’s perspective. She hearts the last message, hoping their long established “I 

promise I’m not being kidnapped” signal is correctly interpreted, and she slips her phone back in 

her pocket to pick up the magazine again.  

Another ping rings out on her watch; a vampire emoji jump-scares the screen and then 

whimsically transmogrifies into a default face practicing rhythmic breathing. Aimy puts a lot of 

effort into designing her emoji replies, maybe too creative for her own good, but Ciara has to 

assume this one means she is calming down at least. 

“Thanks Aimy,” she says sarcastically to the screen, and erases the eye roll emoji the 

voice-to-speech automatically inserts. Ciara learned early on that Aimy masks panic with emojis 

and exclamation points. Unwarranted panic, almost always. The world, on land at least, just isn't 

dangerous anymore. Most people from Urbia seldom leave the range of their charge-cards, and it 

makes them inclined to crisis when anything is even slightly amiss. 
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She finishes the Time, and then picks up the next magazine, one of those gross-old 

product catalogs. More recent but still retro, from a publisher she has never even heard of before. 

The wait drags on. Pre-collapse writing starts to bore her. After browsing her phone for a while, 

she quickly finds herself exhausted from all other avenues for entertainment. Ciara wiggles into 

the beanbag and traces the growth of the vines with her eyes. Bored. She leans forward and 

practices some half-hearted yoga stretches her girlfriend taught her. The burn rash on her neck 

aches from the movement, so she succumbs to zoning out, staring at the floor.  

A loud whoosh engulfs the room, roaring like a hurricane wind. A thud knocks against 

wood and the ceramic of the succulent pot clangs. 

Ciara jolts up, as much as one can on a beanbag, and flinches when her neck sends 

another bolt of pain down her spine, cinching her eyes shut for just a moment. Then, quiet. A 

small package rests on the table beside the succulent. The stout pot rattles in a lazy orbit until it 

too comes to rest. The box is square, a few inches on each side, wrapped in brown kraft paper, 

and tied shut with a mint green string. 

She scans the room, careful not to crane her neck. The door is shut, the room still as 

empty as it had been. The magazines are undisturbed, despite the wind. Or, she corrects herself, 

the sound of wind.  

The packages normally wait for her at the destination, or every once and while another 

courier will hand it off to her at a headquarter location. Rarer does she have to wait for them, and 

they certainly never just appear. Nothing just appears. 

Instinct, or nerves, compels her to talk aloud through the confusion. 

“So this like,” Ciara searches for words to make the end of the sentence sound less 

ridiculous, “fell out of the ceiling, or something?” 
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No reply. She hesitates, then grabs the package off the table. 

“Is there... anything else I ought to know? The contact provides additional details, 

usually,” she pauses, “at the meeting.” 

She stands and stretches an arm out above her head, holding the package aloft and issues 

a final plea, imitating the cadence of an exaggerated dispatch rep. “True-Hand Delivery Co-op is 

not liable for any unforeseen continuities that occur as a result of the client being fucking obtuse 

cryptic weirdos." 

She massages the rash on her neck. 

"I guess that is it, then?" she asks the silence. The nervous energy of the room compels 

her to exit backwards, one step at a time as she scans again for some hint, some last little detail 

hidden in the room, that might solve the mystery. The door shuts in front of her with a depressed 

thud. 

The plaza’s lights have turned on in preparation for the nightlife rush. She exits the plaza 

swiftly toward the car-stop, and pushes the tension of the afternoon’s pick-up from her mind with 

each squeaky step. The sun drops lower and lower behind the palms. Stretched shadows of the 

trees’ trunks swell toward her ankles, like the many fingered hands of a desperate goddess, 

straining to pull her back.  
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[DREDGE]_02.DRIVE 

Drips of information from dispatch about the order punctuate the ride back into Urbia, 

prompted by Ciara's account of the pick-up's weirdness. She is to take the package to the office 

of a tech pop-up, in a reclaimed droughtwrought town rechristened “S. L. One.” Couriers expect 

to receive times and locations, and a name only if the client thinks it important. Miscellaneous 

instructions are fairly typical: drop it with a front desk receptionist, avoid magnets, do not let the 

package get too hot, get too cold, don’t smash it with a hammer. Dispatchers are told more to 

ensure the job is safe and select which courier is the best fit for the quest, but the system affords 

anonymity.  

Ciara texts her girlfriend Sara: We’re Going To Vegas!!!  

The WilsonAve gallery is open 24/7, six showcases daily. The showcases are a mixture 

of performance art, gallery art display, and painting classes. Sara goes there to "observe the 

natural character interactions of the artist in distress." She says it will help write the script for her 

upcoming show at the M-Street5. Sara's most recent muses are the students who attend the art 

courses there between midnight and four a.m. After the first tag-a-along, Ciara had enough 

“natural character interaction.” 

No Ciara, is the reply. A few softly-weeping emojis clang against a repeated rejection of 

the insistent follow-up invitations. The script needs to be ready by the end of the month, I can't 

just spend a week in Vegas randomly.  

Ciara's emoji bawls relentlessly, and she chuckles at the torment she knows it causes on 

the other side of the screen. Sara hates emoji only replies. It was the topic of their first 

conversation after one of her shows. She ranted like an old grandma, and Ciara fell in love.  

Start using your words or I'm really not going to go, texts Sara. Ciara’s emoji covers its 
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hands in shame, its eyes widening with sorrow.  

A series of ellipses return from Sara until Ciara relents: What happened to using words, 

huh? 

After a few more rounds of pleading, clarifying details, and one last triumphant emoji, 

Ciara receives the inevitable acceptance she expects. She confirms the rental, registers Sara as 

her companion, and finalizes the route.  

They'll pick up the car at five, Yes at five, we needa be there early, you can sleep on the 

way, drop off the package in the morning, get a room in the city for a few days.  

She plots the long loop around down through Kingman for the trip back. Couriers are 

afforded an overflow of up to 10 days for any scheduled trip length, so long as the client requests 

are not backlogged. Ciara asked Aimy during orientation if that rule ever needed enforcing. She 

was told that luckily, from the courier’s perspective, there had not been a backlog of clients for 

thirteen years. 

The taxi pulls up into the hub at Tower B, Ciara's home. An unforecasted light rain had 

started in the last hour. Urbia is a series of planned community megaapartment towers built near 

Old Angeles after they drained the sea-flood thirty years ago. Forty-eight thousand homes of 

affordable downtown living, sustainably powered by the Harris dam and keeping the streets of 

LA dry during high tide.  

She asks the car before stepping into the rain, "Any spare umbrellas in this thing, bud?" 

“Unfortunately, there are no Spare Umbrellas in your conveyance this evening. Would 

you like to place an order with the city, or inform local vendors of your request?” 

She groans, and removes her hat. She has to cover the package. Nothing in the request 

said it had to stay dry, but better safe than sorry. 
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"That's fine, bud. Drive safe," she says to the car as she opens the door. 

“You're welcome, passenger. Please, inform the Sol Coast Department of Transportation 

of any inconveniences you experienced during your ride tonight as soon as possible. Have—” 

Ciara emerges into the falling rain, and the closing of the car door cuts off the end of the 

message. She rides the elevator up to the fourteenth floor. Her apartment is in the west wing, the 

glass elevator presents her with a view of the Pacific. The cloudy night drifts above the roiling 

black mass that expands out in near darkness toward the horizon. She rises up floor after floor, 

the tip of the city's light cloud just coming into view as a reflection on the ocean surface. Most 

angelenos have learned to love the ocean again. They would say Ciara is lucky to have this view 

every night on her way home. 

The ocean scares her. The stories of the catastrophes. In class, you learn how they were 

gradual processes, decades long, minor tragedies. Not in her imagination. That era condenses 

into a single attack, where the ocean curls all of itself up. One giant wave. A big, wet tongue, 

black and oily like tonight. It laps up the city, pounds the concrete into mud, swallows town after 

town into its mouth. Then spits everything up, the corpse of a city littered with the corpses of its 

people. 

A neighbor, she assumes, greets her on his way into the elevator. She doesn’t recognize 

him. There are too many people in the tower to really get to know any single one of them. She 

walks down the hall to B14, her own personal charge-closet, and settles inside. A twenty-by-ten 

rectangular studio, it contains a fridge, a stovetop, a desk, and a bed. It's simple, but it's home. 

It's late enough in the evening now, she puts some insta-noodles in the microwave to boil, 

and climbs up onto her bed. She hopes that when she and Sara win a couple's house in Tower A 

they will have room for a proper gaming setup, maybe even a couch. But for now, she reaches up 
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and turns on her computer. It projects from a smooth, matte box on the ceiling onto the wall 

across from the bed. She uses the trackpad from the table and puts on some ambient music. The 

rest of the world awakens with the illuminating moon. She slurps away the noodles while she 

browses the internet on her phone, until the pulse of sound entices her to sleep. 

 

Loud music of a tangentially-related genre screeches out over the speaker, industrial and 

violent. More the stuff Sara likes. She blinks away the startle as the track’s metallic whirling of a 

bass line crescendos. Nearly four, her watch tells her. She cleans her noodle bowl on the counter, 

and grabs her phone from the ground. She must have kicked it away in her sleep. A message 

from Sara twenty minutes ago says the studio is closing early for the day: I cleaned up most of 

their mess. I’ll scrub the rest off when I get to the dispatch.  

Ciara silences the music which halts on a high sharp bleep, and orders a drive across 

town to meet up with Sara. The collar of her shirt itches her neck as she crams her clothes into a 

travel bag. Abruptly, she changes out of the clothes she put on for the pick-up, and into 

something more casual. Purple denim jeans and light blue top. She grabs her shades and the 

package, but leaves behind the still wet cap. 

The rain drizzles throughout the drive over to the dispatch. Ciara spends most of the trip 

flicking through history on the map, always returning to the route she was instructed to take to 

the pick-up locale. Zooms in, zooms out.  

She fortifies herself for a dreary drive out of the city, but the weather relents just as she 

turns the corner into the dispatch car complex. Sara waits on a covered bench outside the lobby, 

a supply bag splattered with dried pastel paints sitting between her feet. Ciara exits the taxi and 

texts to let her know she is here, and waits for a reaction.  
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Sara looks down at her phone, then up, and swivels her head around searching for Ciara. 

Sara’s thick dark mess of hair whips around, bounces out into wild patterns, then falls back into 

its natural dishevelment. Sara catches Ciara and stands quickly, and beckons her closer. Ciara 

lunges across the lot, almost at a jog, and releases the day's confusion into a gripping hug and a 

long kiss. Sara, standing almost a foot taller than her girlfriend, tilts Ciara’s chin up and kisses 

her forehead, She cups her cheek and asks, “Hey honey, that was a dramatic run up. Are you 

okay?” 

“Just missing you, lovely. You ready to get going?”  

They sign out their interstate car from the dispatch kiosk and walk over to the car park. 

Ciara is unsure why she felt so desperate in that moment with Sara, so uncentered. Or why she 

denied it. People call her calm, unbothered, reliable. She is realizing how nervous the pick-up 

had made her. It was bizarre but not… scary. 

Ciara looks up into Sara’s eyes, opens her mouth to share, but instead says “So, why 

didn’t you check out the car yet? I put you on the register.” 

“I was waiting for you,” Sara says, taken a bit by surprise, before joking, “You know, 

cause you didn’t answer my texts.” Her eyes droop with a hint of judgmental irony. The burst of 

energy Sara exhibited when she saw Ciara fades with a yawn. 

Ciara grabs the fob from a valet stand and activates the vehicle. A sleek white and blue 

two-bed sedan pulls up beside them and opens its doors. Sara crawls into the back seat, instantly 

converts it into a sleeping bed, grabs a pillow out the armrest and shuts her eyes. Ciara moves 

into the front seat, and swivels around to face out the front windshield. 

Sara roots around in her bag for a blanket. “You’re really gonna pretend like you’re 

driving this thing the whole way there, aren’t you?” 
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“Yep, sure am, just like an old-timey pick-up trucker. Toot, Toot!” she says, imitating the 

press of an analog car horn, then says in her best old american accent, “Just like I’m transporting 

my darn wares from the coast to coast.”  

Sara snorts. Ciara opens up the console compartment and searches beneath instruction 

manuals and spare cables.  

“Hey, do you think they still have one of those emergency steering wheels in here? This 

has gotta be a plug for one on the dashboard.” 

“Maybe? I don’t know,” says Sara with her head in the pillow. The car drives itself out of 

the depot, while Ciara messes with the internet settings, syncs her algorithm, and routes the trip. 

 

“I still don’t get why you bother with a work-job, Ciara, especially one like this.” 

They have been on the road for nearly an hour, and Ciara thought Sara was sleeping. She 

has long ago come to terms with Sara’s random, probing questions. A consequence of being so 

immersed in script research, she excuses. 

“And may I ask what ‘one like this’ means this time, Sara?” 

“One where you’re basically a shipping drone, only a million percent slower.” 

“Because, it lets me do cool things like go to Vegas in the middle of the week with my 

rude girlfriend,” Ciara grins into the instruction manual in her lap. “I would have honestly 

thought you’d like these trips more. I take you to all kinds of cool places. That’s gotta be great 

for your research.” 

Sara turns back over and shoves half her face into her pillow before responding. “I script 

people, not places. Characters. Places are over. Done school. I’m happy with Urbia, with Urbian 

people.” 
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Ciara shakes her head and stares ahead through the windshield. The car merges into the 

interstate traffic. Alone for now, hemmed in by the plasticrete barricades. She whispers, “It just 

makes the world feel a lot bigger.” 

Sara mumbles a reply, something about the bed not being big if Ciara wanted to squeeze 

in, before she falls asleep for the rest of the journey. They join up with the other early morning 

travelers on the highway, the blue street lamps pulsing past the rapidly brightening skies. Five or 

six other vehicles slide in around them, equidistantly spaced, barreling ahead at smooth 200 mph. 

The pink spread of the sun breaches over the mountains to the east, and blends for just an instant 

with the street light blues, before they flicker out, and the car floods with deep reds and oranges. 

The radio plays the stirring muzak of analog shopping mall lobbies, remixed with the 

ruminations of a long dead corporate psychologist and his opinion on which sounds best tantalize 

a consumer into internalizing a product as the one most capable of displaying his or her 

individual rebellious style. The echoes of time filter through endless samples until distilled down 

into reaming gentle tones and an urgent feeling of calmness. The ironic message of the sample is 

a bit cliche, too sincere, but the background static hum grows louder with the beat, until there are 

no lyrics left to distract her from her thoughts.  

The car zooms on for the rest of the early morning, towards the Vegas-city outskirts, and 

Ciara rests her head in her hands, arms crossed on the dashboard, and watches as the mountains 

crumble into deserts.  
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[INDEX]_03.TRAP 

They arrive just before eight in the morning. Sara is still asleep in the back seat.  

Ciara rubs her eyes, yawns, and texts her, Hey Sleepyhead. If you happen to wake up in 

the next 15 minutes, I'm just inside dropping off the package, followed by a stream of kissy faces. 

She steps out of the car, and takes in the morning light that reflects off the glass window 

buildings of S. L. One. Various electronic displays point nonexistent passers-by in the direction 

of innumerable Revolutionary, Worldshaping technology projects. Ciara always found something 

so fake about the overnight “Post-Profit Incorporation" sensations, who all inevitably create 

these weird little villages. Some techneck leverages a new algorithm into the deed for a burnt-out 

town on the edge of a big city. They use the typical modern manufacturing techniques, with all 

the convenience of modern technology squirreled away inside, but decorate the edifices of their 

city in the aggressively dull, retro stylings of turn-of-the-millennium accounting firms. Then, 

they invite a bunch of other weirdos out here to live "authentic" lives and litter the adspace back 

home with annoying commercials for a year and half. Everyone then gets bored of being 

authentic and goes home. 

Of course, these were also the exact sort of people who tend to be most interested in the 

“genuine” delivery service a courier like Ciara provides. She checks her route plan for a 

reminder, and scans the buildings looking in earnest for the words “New Brain Company.” The 

incos are always New. 

The object of her search is at the far edge of the complex up against the decorative wire 

fence that separates it from the desert. Written out in a well-kerned font of large block letters is 

the name she was looking for. It gleams in the sun next to a stylized neon display that hangs off 

the side of the building: ネオブレイン-X-コンパニ. 
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Ciara thinks she recognizes the characters as Japanese, but she does not understand the 

language. Another trend she picked up on from delivering for the incos was most of these places 

decorated their company with, as far as she could tell, random languages. An old man she 

dropped off an antique kite for once explained that it was meant to be “an homage to a more 

divided world.” She did not think a follow up question was going to answer anything more than 

that. 

She walks up the steps to New Brain and pauses at the doorway with her hand on the 

bronze plaque. The large glass doors are tinted pitch black. So lumiphobic she can’t even see her 

reflection. The typical inco was full diurnal, even when it was going to be 121 degrees out in the 

afternoon, so their buildings required hyper-protection against the daylight sun. With a shove, 

she pushes into the lobby. The walls are a stark white, interrupted by overlapping streaks of 

bright primary colors that seem to have been splashed randomly across the hall. Expansive, 

brightly lit, sparsely decorated by a few lounge sofas and plastic plant displays. A lobby built to 

be full with inco entrepreneurs, but for some reason, devoid of people this early morning. 

The receptionist looks up from the terminal desk at which he sits, and smiles invitingly to 

her, “Howdy there. Can I help you find your New Brain project today?”  

Ciara mocks his cheery affectation with her own in response, “Oh hey, how do you do? 

I’m just here to make a little delivery.” The receptionist eyes her over quickly, and then blinks, 

waiting for a response.  

She drops the inco act and continues, “I’m the courier out from Anaheim. I was told to 

just leave it at the front desk?” 

Ciara sets the package down gently in front of the receptionist, and plasters on a big grin, 

glaring at him underneath her turquoise shades. 
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Skepticism crosses the receptionist’s face as he tilts his head, wrinkles his brows, then 

frowns. It unsettles Ciara how the man, like a lot of incos, phases between his emotional 

expressions so performatively. His voice shifts from cheery to something more demeaningly 

professional as he speaks again, “Alrighty then… I'm just going to get someone over here to do a 

little scan. Then, we figure out what it is and who it’s for, okay?” 

Ciara backs away from the desk, considering her job complete the moment the package 

hits it. A man in a security uniform steps in through a doorway that was flush with the flat white 

walls behind the receptionist. He bends and whispers in the receptionist's ear. The security guard 

leans up, the receptionist nods unprompted at Ciara. She nods back as a matter of practice, to 

which he smiles again, stretching the corners of his mouth further than seems comfortable. Ciara 

shakes her head, unsure what either of them are trying to convey to the other.  

He drops to a concentrated frown as security pulls out a bulky phone. A few button 

presses and it emits some artificial “scanning” noises, buzzes and whirrs recorded centuries ago, 

which he runs over the package. It beeps a noise that can only mean something bad and 

unexpected had been found. He tucks the phone away, she steps back, when a hand from behind 

grabs Ciara’s arm, and claps the other hand over the ropeburn on her neck. Pain shocks through 

her body and stops her from turning her head to look behind. 

The security guard who scanned the package makes forceful eye contact with the 

entrapped Ciara, and asks calmly, “Would you like to explain to us why you are attempting to 

introduce malicious code to this technocratic research community, Miss Way?” 

The guard behind her shoves her forward and starts to walk her back behind the reception 

desk. 

Ciara stammers, “I'm sorry, but you're wrong. My company, we vet all of our clients! 
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They pay up front. If somebody wanted this package to come here, they have to be a member, or 

an employee, of this organization in some way, using your corporate account." 

The security guards do not reply. The one behind forces her into the hallway behind the 

lobby, while the other walks backwards, eyes trained on Ciara. 

"I have no idea what is in there,” Ciara promises as she is ushered back even further into 

the facility, each of her steps propelled by the weight of the security guard’s fist at her spine. 

They arrive at an elevator, and all three step inside. They don’t speak to her as the car 

descends. Her questions and pleas fall on deaf ears, until when they exit, they ask her for her 

phone. 

“Why? Can’t you just location lock it? Explain, please, what is happening?” 

They don’t explain. A guard reaches into her pocket to take the phone despite her furtive 

struggles. He tugs a decharger out of his own pocket and forces her phone’s energy port onto it. 

In its final brief flashes of life before its battery is siphoned away, she sees a series of 

notification messages stream in with Sara’s name. 

The other guard says, “We would ask that you wait in this room while we sort out exactly 

what your intentions were here today, Miss Way. Someone else will be here soon to ask you 

further questions, alright?” He touches a discolored splotch on the smooth concrete wall. A door 

emerges from the stone, and he pushes it open. Inside is a small waiting room, a single chair and 

an end table in one corner adjacent to a potted fern. 

“We take instances of cyberterrorism very seriously here at New Brain,” he explains as if 

condescending to a child. The two of them grab her by the shoulder and shove her hard into the 

rooms. Ciara turns in time to see the door slam in her baffled face. 

She sits in the chair, rests against the wall, tries the door handle. Then repeats the cycle. 
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Impatience is an emotion Ciara is becoming too familiar with. Idle hours in a tiny room with a 

table and plant and a chair. The coincidence is irritating, almost unbelievable. Her innate resolve 

strains against the bizarrity of the situation. The last time she was caught up in trouble like this 

was in the weeks after her mom died.  

Ciara broke into the local Anaheim detective station after school on a late summer night 

of her junior year. The school therapist had let her go early after a fruitless session, derailed by 

Ciara’s obstinate refusal to admit to her grief. On the walk back, she arbitrarily decided she 

wanted some camera drones. The reason why escaped her then. The impulse lingered in her 

memory, not the motivation.  

She had strode in through the welcome area of the precinct, glaring at the receptionist 

who noticed her passing through. The glare, Sara calls it, shuts up most people. Stern, angry, and 

confident enough that people would rather just assume Ciara belonged rather than risk being 

another burden along the path of wherever she was going. So, she waltzed into the drone dock, 

shoved a flock of the machines into her backpack. They were the compact models, the ones that 

looked like small, bronze eyeballs when the propellers weren’t extended. Then, she walked out 

just the same as she came in. Nobody questioned her, no alarms went off. The city must have 

thought the infrastructure for prevention was not worth the resources better spent on retrieval. 

When she got home, she dumped the drones on the floor and watched them roll. She 

furiously kicked them around, frustrated that she hadn’t thought about how she couldn’t access 

them with her omnicontroller. Detectives have their own app, obviously. Within the hour, a troop 

of detectives were at her aunt’s door. The court-appointed therapist was much more effective, 

more understanding of Ciara’s stern outlook on the world. More tolerant of her simmering scorn. 

That simmer sears the moment the door to her waiting room finally opens. A light grey, 
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inco business suit enters, head turned back to shoo away the concerns of the guard outside. He is 

a man of average height, though the ill fit of the suit makes him seem shorter. He grins wide 

when his eyes lock with Ciara’s. 

“Miss Way, my name is Jakcen Lamelle. J-A-K-C-E-N. Let’s talk.” He extends his arms, 

and angles out his hand for her in three sharp cuts; elbow bends up, bends out, and his hand 

slices forward at her abdomen. She tries to summon the glare, but bewilderment overrides it, and 

she squints in disbelief instead.  

Ciara has seen the documentaries, about the people who have known nothing but the inco 

life, and the peculiar mannerisms they perform to evoke a sense of their preferred historical 

moment. The ancient, formal handshake. The late 20th-century accent spoken without a hint of 

irony. This is the first genuine, born-into-it, generational inco she has met. He is so instinctually 

strange, out of place, she wonders for a moment if she had been waiting so long in the room time 

had looped around again from the beginning. 

She grits her teeth and says, “Who the fuck are you and why the fuck are keeping me 

here.” 

An exaggerated wave of muscles twitches cross his face in shock, mouth agape, “Woah. 

Hold your horses, girl. Why don’t you calm down so we can have a productive conversation?” 

Great, Ciara thought, the patriarchy survives with the accent. He punctuates his sentences 

by gesturing with his free hand, squaring his fingers and shifting his arm up and down, back and 

forth, to demonstrate some body-language point Ciara cannot interpret.  

“I don’t want to have a conversation, I want to leave.” She jumps into reciting the basic 

labor code defense she learned when she trained at the depot; “Who holds your charter? I’m a 

licensed member of the True Hand Delivery Co-op, and my community is prepared to defend my 
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interests.”  

He scoffs, and finally abandons his attempted handshake.  

She continues, “We wouldn’t work with your company if it wasn’t Sol Coast affiliated.” 

“Look, honey, nobody wants to get any kind of Public mixed up in this. I’m just trying to 

launch our conversation free and clear here, understand?” He takes one hand out of pocket, then 

rotates up his other empty palm. He holds them both in front of him like she had him at gunpoint. 

His wide grin shifts into a cocky smirk. 

She clenches her jaw, begins to speak, when suddenly the man squats down to the floor, 

and sits on his crossed legs, then gestures for her to continue.  

“You, you’re, what the hell is going on here?” 

“I’m just trying to figure out what the catch is, lady. Take a seat with me here on the 

floor,” he says as one hand pats the polyester carpet tile to his side. He leans back on his two 

arms, the edges of his sleeves brushing the floor. 

Ciara recognizes the advantage her confusion is affords this weird man. She breathes 

deep, exhales. 

“No. I’m not going to sit on the floor.,”  she says, “But, fine. I’ll talk.” When he does not 

respond after a pause she asks, “You really have to tell me who you are first.” 

“Certainly, like I said, the name’s Jakcen Lamelle. J-A-K-C-E-N.” 

“And, like I said, who the fuck is Jakcen Lamelle.” 

He laughs at her, “You have quite the hecking potty mouth, don’t you Ciara Way?” 

“My potty mouth is going to stop saying anything if you don’t answer my question.” 

“I gotcha, girl, I gotcha. Like I said, I’m Jak— 

“— J-A-K-C-E-N. I get it, dude.” 
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“— and... I’m the CEO of New Brain Incorporated.” 

CEO was inco for “king,” the best Ciara could understand. The singular person in charge 

of the whole community. It was up to them who got to live in their towns, who had to leave, how 

much money they got to spend. They decided what food to ship in, and when people were 

allowed to eat. He even controlled what time they woke up, worked, and went to bed. The idea 

that anyone would have that much control over a person’s life, and that most people volunteered 

to live at one’s behest, was what confused Ciara the most about incos. What defined them as a 

kind of people separate from her own. 

 “I don’t understand why a CEO would want to talk to me,” inquires Ciara. 

 “Because you’re a girl who's trying to disrupt my company’s workflow, and I’m the one 

responsible for making sure people like you can’t do that.” 

 The way he says “my” prickles Ciara’s skin. People with his attitude nearly burnt the 

earth down, for “my” reasons. 

 “I told your guards, when they grabbed me and threw me in here, that I didn’t know what 

was in the package. I hardly know anything about companies, let alone your company.” 

 “Of course, honey, of course. Look, first, let me apologize for my security. They’re a 

little hands-on, but really they are just for everybody’s safety,” he says and reaches into his 

inside pocket, “and to prove to you I’m really sorry, I think you should have this back.” 

 He tosses Ciara’s phone through the air and she catches it. She jumps to attention and 

tries to turn the device on. The glass is dark. 

 “Thanks,” she says, “It’s dead.” 

 Jakcen tongues the side of his mouth, then says, “You’ll be free to juice it up once we’re 

wrapped up here and we figure out what you were doing with the package. Now can we have 
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that conversation I’ve been floating?” 

 With the phone back in her hand, Ciara focuses on Sara, and getting back to Anaheim as 

fast as the car will drive them there. In the dead screen’s reflection, she sees the tension in her 

face, notices the exhaustion her body had been hiding from her. Sara was right, they should have 

gone home this morning, and left in the evening after a good day’s sleep. It might be the last one 

she could have ever had, she thinks. For Sara, she acquiesces to the CEO. 

 “Sure, converse away,” she says and slides the phone into her pocket. 

 “Spectacular. Down to business,” he says cheerfully, “and let’s talk about your malicious 

code.” 

 “I haven’t done any coding since eighth grade,” Ciara insists, “and like I said, I’m just a 

courier.” 

 “Sure, sure. But that’s the trick, isn’t it Ciara? This code was simple, really, a real blunt 

weapon. A spiked club upside the head. Barely four scripts, instigate a root cascade collapse and 

shut the whole system down. The sophistication was in your delivery. How you were going to 

infect us. Silicate matrix nested on a modified WW9 transceiver, U-440 shield to hide the 

magnet. A recursive hardware node with an analog IntRunn scratcher, the engineering is the real 

marvel,” Jakcen breaks eye contact with Ciara for the first time during his fawning explanation, 

leans his head back and sighs to the ceiling, “That shizz is almost beautiful.” 

 Ciara is lost. Not on a technical level, she understands the words and what they mean, 

save some of the brand names: some kind of nanomachine that could intercept the electrons on a 

CPU and inject its code directly into the data stream, and perpetuate itself through the system. 

The idea that she would be capable of producing such a complicated device? Almost 

inconceivable. 
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 “That you think I did this still is nuts. Have you talked to my Co-op? Just ask them, I’m 

not capable of creating something like that. And, I think most importantly, I have no reason to 

want to make something like that.” 

 “Oh we’ve talked to your bosses,” Jakcen replies, ignoring Ciara’s raised eyebrow at the 

notion she has “bosses,” and continues, “and it looks like your dispatcher deleted all records of 

this trip, including who placed the order, and how it came to be assigned to you. I agree, ‘nuts.’” 

 Ciara pauses to think about what Jakcen said. Aimy would never delete a client record. It 

is their first line of defense against extranationals like this. True Hands had gotten mixed up in 

corporate espionage early on, so now they were protective and prepared. It has got to be easier to 

just place an order with a stolen account and disappear. Hacking in to clean out a record, make it 

look like it was done internally, all to cover the tracks of another hack job you were trying to pull 

off? Absurd.  

Ciara is out of her depth, and this man has too much power in this situation. She has to 

get aggressive now, flat denial is not working. She is not going to let New Brain and their enmity 

control her like this. 

“Listen, Jakcen, the more time you waste talking to me, the longer this master hacker has 

to cover their tracks and get started on the next attack. Hopefully they’ll pick a better courier 

next time.” 

That catches the CEO. “What’s that supposed to mean, lady?” 

 “Obviously, I’m not a terrorist mastermind if I got caught by some random inco stooges 

and shoved into this wage box shit hole.” 

He sheds his cheerful facade, and bites back bitterly, “Oh, I see how it is now, lady. Big 

shot California girl decides she hates a company and wants to blow up his charter to impress her 
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terrorist commie friends back home?” 

“I don’t care, and hardly even understand enough about what you do, to do terrorism at 

you, man.” 

He jumps up, his face flushes with rage, shattering what was left of his composure. He 

jerks forward at Ciara and points his finger at her face. 

“Look here, Ciara Way, bottom-line. Post-profit ideology is going to save humanity from 

itself. We’re stuck. we’ve been stuck for centuries. And I’m trying to help us Win. We’re 

stagnant, buried in our comfort. Before the catastrophes, people strived. They struggled, they 

wanted. You and your terrorist buddies can’t understand.” 

“What?” asks Ciara, wondering how this became a conversation about economic 

philosophy. 

“Advancing humanity. Pushing us forward,” he implores. 

The documentaries talked about incos breaking down from stress and the trauma of 

corporate life, but never showed the emotional turmoil on camera. He huffs in her face and waits 

for her reply. She sees up close, he looks almost as tired as she is. Must have been a bad day 

even before all of this happened. Maybe she can push him to the point he gives up and lets her 

out. She briefly wonders if it would be safe to lash out, her and a powerful man alone in a room.  

She is not going to let his dead ideology threaten her. 

“Pushing down on the people you’re in charge of.” 

“I’m driving them. Hierarchy is the principle motivating factor of humanity. We’re tribal, 

tribes have chiefs. The Sol Coast can’t handle it. You all just, putter around until you get old and 

die. Nothing learned, nothing changed. Your love your art, but it's all mute, trivial operas about 

the minutiae of love and friendship. Or, or, a commentary on somebody else's work, an 
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introspective circle that amounts to nothing. In a chartered community, we still have the edge. If 

people want something, they have to work for it. Chase it down, pounce. It's primal. Scientific 

innovation.” 

 He is hardly speaking to Ciara anymore. His hands go back to his pockets, she sits in the 

chair, and folds her arms. She says, “We have science on the Sol Coast. There are people in 

government hierarchies who we let make some decisions on our behalf. We want things, and we 

don’t always get them. It’s just not up to you who gets what.” Ciara notices herself more invested 

in this argument than she would have expected. She is not a patriot by any measure. Maybe years 

of lugging around packages for these people, seeing how they live from the outside, has gotten 

her more fanatic about home than she thought. 

 He laughs again, like he did the first time she called him dude. “Sure. ‘Berkeley 

Engineering Consortium announces planned 3% efficiency increase on solar yields over the next 

decade.’ Astounding. Absolutely rocket! Maybe you’ll have 7% by the end of the century! That’s 

all your kind is allowed to hope for. But me, people like me, I’m going to have 400% by the end 

of the week.” 

 “By torturing people with eviction and salaries?” 

 “Torture? You’ve got to be kidding me, lady! You have to risk something to win. Big 

risks mean big winners win bigger. Sometimes there are losers. So what?” 

 “Maybe whoever sent you that package thought you were a big loser, and they ought to 

win big.”  

 A loud knock pounds against the door. Jakcen shakes his head like he just realizes where 

he is and glowers at Ciara. He swivels around and yanks open the door. “What?” 

 The guard leans in to whisper something in his ear. Jakcen appraises Ciara, darts his eyes 
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from the floor to the ceiling, then steps out the room.  

Jakcen says, “We’ll finish this conversation. Shortly.” 

The slam of the door resounds with a resonant drum, and within seconds the alarm 

klaxons scream alive.  
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[PURGE]_04.VINE 

Ciara presses her ear against the door, and listens to the sound of hurried footsteps 

clattering past. She pounds her fist and hopes someone will hear and let her out, maybe thinking 

she was one of their colleagues trapped by an automatic lock. Would they reject her if they did 

not recognize her? Or even, blame her for what’s happening. Incos worship their CEOs, and if he 

had let word out about his captured terrorist, who knows how they would react in their panic. 

The potted parlor palm in the corner of the room sits directly beneath the yellow and 

orange pulses of the klaxon. Its shadow bursts and vanishes in between the notes of the alarm. 

Ciara abandons the door, walks over to the plant, and paces in front of it. Alternating emergency 

shades cycle over her face. She contemplates some kind of escape, thumbs the power button on 

her phone, thinking of Sara and home. 

 

[Start] A woman in a lilac dress traipses down the illuminated hallways of the New Brain 

underfacility. Her mouse from the delivery company had distracted security long enough for her 

to disable the external identification systems and gain access to the employee network. At the 

end of the hallway, two more security guards exit the elevator and give little attention to her. 

Probably too worried about the hail of notifications the facility just received that all thirty-five of 

the company vehicles in the S. L. One lot had spontaneously decided they needed to drive to 

Anchorage. It was a bit dramatic to have the cars start crashing into each other as they breached 

the town fences as well. But alas, the alarms needed to start going off somehow. [Pause] 

 

 Globs of mud drip from the walls of the room and dry on the carpeted floor. Ciara had 

not expected a direct sprinkler feed to be embedded into the floor and fused with the palm’s 
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planter. She had grabbed the plant by its trunk and tried to heave it over her head to smash open 

the door. The tangle of the roots into the water dispersal system unraveled with the force of her 

pull. The soil launched into the air, then liquified with the burst water tubes. The door remained 

intact, the room a mess. 

 Ciara slams the chair into the corner of the room, climbs over it and smears a clump of 

mud over the alarm klaxon light until the room blacks out. She can’t find the speaker, but at least 

the light will stop irritating her. Most everything else in the chamber is fastened to the counters 

or the floor. She slunches down into the chair, and picks the drying mud off her hand. With her 

eyes closed and the lights darkened, she allows the rhythm of the alarm blares to guide her plans 

of escape. 

 

[Start] Another guard awaits outside the elevator on the bottom floor. He’s clearing out his ear 

with his index finger, but turns to face the woman in lilac when she steps off of the lift. Their 

eyes connect, and he’s confused. She slowly raises her phone from her side, and holds it casually 

in her hand. He draws a weapon. It is hard to tell what sort in the pulsating lights of the alarm, 

but she guesses it's a taser from the silhouette of the muzzle. The guard demands she identify 

herself. The tremble in his voice tells her she need not respond. She opens an app on her phone 

and starts the scan. When the guard threatens her again, she raises her other hand, and asks for 

just a moment longer. 

 The scan completes, success. She allows the phone to gently rotate forward on her flat 

palm. When the guard starts counting down, she sends the signal.  

His taser shorts in his hand, sending electrical sparks into the air, and bolts of energy 

backfires up his arm. He shouts, clutches his wrists and then stumbles to the ground. She steps 
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forward and over the sprawled legs of his unconscious body. 

 “Sorry,” she says with passive distaste. She slams down a large mechanical switch and 

kills the master power line for the facility. [Pause] 

 

Her clamorous metallic thwacks of the aluminum chair against the office door stop Ciara 

from noticing the slowly dissipating sounds of the emergency alarm. The darkness erupts in the 

dim blue glow of the ceiling lights. Ciara tosses the chair aside, and catches her breathe. In the 

newly acknowledged silence, a tiny click emanates from within the door handle. 

She grabs the handle with her sweaty palms, but pauses, cautious not to become too 

hopeful. The dents and scratches she battered into the metal handles scratch at her skin. The door 

opens at her turn. She pushes out into the hallway, where the dim blue light continues to coat her 

surrounding in an eerie midnight glow. She walks delicately in the direction she remembers the 

elevator to have been. No response from the buttons as she presses them randomly. 

A calm woman’s voice broadcasts from the speakers. A recorded, lo-fi message, cycling 

through different languages. Evacuation Imminent. Weird, thinks Ciara, not a command. Just a 

statement.  

She finds nothing but another row of nondescript cubicles around every corner she peaks 

her head, to her growing irritation. Ciara abandons her attempt at stealth when after the eighth 

corner she rounds, she still has yet to encounter another human being. The only living things she 

comes across are the assorted potted plants that line the hallways and grow in terrarium on the 

incos’ desks. The annoying mystery of why Ciara’s life has so suddenly become haunted by 

decorative foliage vanishes from her mind the moment she comes across an open office door. 

Inside she sees the glow of a computer screen, and more importantly, a cellphone resting beside 
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it on a charging dock. 

She rushes into the office and flings the other phone onto the floor. Her own phone is 

placed on the charging station. For the briefest moment, it's dark screen glows a faint gray, and 

the image of the charging battery alights. Ciara braces herself over the desk, overwhelmed that 

she is on the brink of contact with the outside world, with Sara. 

The phone dims. The charge did not hold, if there was ever really any energy flowing 

through the port. Ciara screams and curses, swipes her phone off the station and inserts it back 

into her pocket and she collapses into the desk chair. 

She swivels around to glare at the still active computer monitor. Whoever was working 

left open a graphic design program. A half-finished flyer for some agency event, images of 

generic robotic figures partially sketched shaking hands with nobody. The header reads 

Automation Beyond Thought! in a thin pink neon font, dynamically splayed against a generic 

peak-tech backdrop of chrome mountains and wireframe skylines.  

“So, this is the kind of stuff the emergency power system deems essential functions,” she 

says to the screen before angrily dismissing the design program and opening an unfamiliar 

internet browser. No connection. She feels like a cavewoman having to physically mouse 

through nested data files, but persists in order to look for anything to help her escape, like a map 

of the facility. After minutes of spelunking the obtrusive files index, she has no luck, and moves 

on. 

She had the idea while browsing the files to instead search for one of the internal intranet 

networks that the incos use to keep their personal algorithms “uncorrupted” from the rest of their 

online activity. She finds something with a name that might fit, an icon named BrainNet_09. It 

opens sluggishly, each window drawing itself onto the screen as if coded live before her eyes. 
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What finally renders is a stylized window split into two halves. On the right are a series of 

technical schematics, and on the left looks like an ancient command terminal. The only words 

written are Start, Pause, and Stop. Ciara decides that Start was the only command likely to 

produce some results. The terminal populates with a massive list of names and server numbers 

that scroll relentlessly down the screen in a bright green stream, before ending on a final message 

prompting a password to continue.  

She enters numbers and letters randomly, but nothing she tries works. She stands from 

the desk, rips the charging station from its plug, and carries it with her back into the rest of the 

facility. 

 

[Start] After nine flights of stairs, the woman in lilac exits onto the assembly lab floor, and finds 

the nearest active computer. She takes out her journal, and turns to the page where she wrote the 

instructions for this step in the procedure.  The three programs she brought with her on her phone 

download to the desktop while she searches for the BrainNet executable. The mind index 

populates, and she types J-A-K-C-E-N-1-3-1-3-$ into the password field, granting her 

administrative access to the assembly line. 

She checks the time on her phone. Twelve minutes until the backup generator 

deprioritizes desktop computers. Enough time for a cup of coffee. She takes off her flats, stands 

from the chair, and half-walks, half-slides on her socks across the plasticrete floors over to a 

nearby breakroom. A few inco brand name packets of instabrew sit in an array on the counter, as 

she expected. One of the few compulsions they and her people share. She plugs the coffee pot 

into her portable battery, pours the lavender-blend powder into the flashbox and starts the brew. 

It smells a bit rotten as it roasts. Maybe that is appropriate. Rotten smell for rotten work. 
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The pot finishes heating up the drink, and she sips the warm beverage as she double 

checks that her code remained intact during transport. Not a scratch. The courier was one of the 

highest rated in the delivery co-op's system, and it seems like she lived up to the hype, in 

addition to the results of their broader assessment initiative. The woman hopes the girl finds the 

note she left in her rental.  

It was a little pathetic how flippantly the incos just left the package out in the open for her 

to retrieve once she broke into the complex, but, what else should she expect from people with 

their spirits so ensorcelled by the machine. [Pause] 

 

Ciara wanders the blue corridors of the New Brain underfacility. It feels to her like she 

ought to have found an entrance, or at least some stairs, if only for the amount of separate office 

sections she has passed through. Could there really be enough people who want to work here to 

fill all these desks? She worries that she has been spiraling, accidentally returning to the same 

area again and again.  

Soon however, she makes an effort to note the decor of each cubicle zone she passes, and 

realizes they are too distinct to mistake as repeats. Each room professes an attempt at a personal 

style, even in the way they separate themselves from their coworkers. There are curved glass 

dividers, free standing L-shaped desks, monitor podiums surrounded by a mishmash of filing 

cabinets. A few are clean and bland, empty except their monitor, while others, in fact most, are a 

mess of colorful trinkets and knick knacks galore, spanning centuries of forgotten cultural icons. 

She approaches two heavy doors where large vertical block characters reminiscent of the 

company name of the building’s exterior read A S S E M B L Y L A B / アセンブリ-ラボ, 

sprayed with yellow paint tinted green by the blue lights. On the other side of the doors, the mute 
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white of the office walls abruptly turn to a utilitarian stone gray.  

The desks in this section remind Ciara more of what she would expect in an inco facility: 

simple rows of template cubicles. As she scans across the new office environment, she first notes 

the white glow of a single computer monitor, then comes to rest on a nearby sign for stairs. She 

steps forward in excitement and relief, then halts at sight of another white glow in the distance. A 

small phone illuminates a woman taking slow sips from a coffee mug. 

The light of the phone casts long shadows from her cheeks that cover her eyes and 

emphasizes the age lines at the corner of her mouth. She does not appear to be worried, or 

showing much emotion at all. It's almost like she's bored, or at peace. Could this be the one 

cynical inco in the complex, did she assume all this was some kind of routine fire drill? Ciara 

observes the woman, crouching behind a cubicle wall. She takes a final sip from her mug, sets it 

on the counter, and closes her phone. As soon as the woman takes one step in the direction of the 

office, and therefore Ciara, Ciara darts back in the opposite direction around the corner and 

deeper into the assembly facility. She knows where the stairs are now. She’ll come back when 

whoever that woman is, is gone.  

She scares her. 

 

[Start] The woman in lilac chuckles to herself as she sits back down at the computer monitor. 

Incos are so jumpy in the dark.  She’s glad whoever that woman was didn’t pull a taser on her 

this time, and just scurried off on her own. And, perhaps it's for the best that someone will be 

with it, that it isn’t alone when it happens.  

Her scripts had finished loading while she had her coffee, so she sends the final 

executable, CybPr.exe, from her phone to the desktop. She pauses, and prays. Two clicks, and 
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the execution will be complete. [Pause] 

 

Ciara clips through the corridors beyond the assembly lab door, where the plasticrete 

floors of the facility end and are replaced by a series of black glass tiles. The lines between the 

panes are illuminated by the same faint blue lights. She follows the lines of the holographic grid 

deeper still. The stone walls end and are replaced by translucent glass panes that line the walls on 

either side of her. Across the glass are chambers about the size of her apartment, containing 

assorted machine parts in various stages of assembly. There are mechanical arms, devices tipped 

with robotic hands holding tools. The arms appear to have stopped mid assembly, holding aloft 

platinum-tipped tools and copper gears, or some are frozen at odd angles against and within the 

bits of machinery on the conveyor belt that moves between chambers.  

Ciara stops to marvel at the glistening machines, when from a window up ahead at the 

end of the hall, she catches two bright pink lights darting around in the blue darkness.  

They stop and focus in her direction, two pinpricks of attention.  

She steps forward, slowly. The lights only move when she does, staying trained on her 

position even if she shifts from one edge of the hallway to the other. The lights brighten with her 

approach, until it overwhelms the hue of the grid on the floor. She stands in front of the chamber 

where the lights dance.  

She sees wires. Thick, vine like wires, a snarled web of chords. They writhe in place, 

coiling like a hundred snakes in a pit, entangling within themselves. Glints of bronze and steel 

twinkle in the reflection of the glass, the wires race past each other and along the floor of the 

chamber. The two pinpricks of pink hold, floating amongst it all, the wires orbiting around them 

like twin suns.  
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Then there are more lights. Tens, hundreds, of lights burst awake, lining all along the 

mass of the wires. Ciara is stunned, wide-eyed, and then is forced to squint her eyes closed as the 

lights continue to multiply. She stumbles away. The original two orbs, lost in the blinding glow, 

still drift to follow her.  

A moment later Ciara opens her eyes again and the lights have dimmed. She sways 

slightly from side to side, dazed, and the lights sway with her. She cannot bring herself to flee. 

She is trapped in its gaze, paralyzed by a mechanical basilisk. In its eyes, its thousand thousand 

eyes, she sees that it begs for release, for an escape. Just like her. The tendrils quiver, like the lips 

of a person holding back tears. 

 

[Start] Click, click. [Stop] 

 

 The metallic cords screech and scratch against each other as they all suddenly stop their 

procession. Ciara can only watch while the mass of wires clench tightly together, then stretch up 

towards the roof of its small chamber.  

It collapses lifelessly to the floor, and the pink lights dim.  
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[FILTER]_05.ESCAPE 

Ciara cups one hand over her mouth. The machine is dead. It seems wrong to use the 

term for an artificial being, a wiry robotic mess. But, the intensity of its haunting stare, the 

desperation in its final stretching throes. Ciara knows it is not just unpowered, or disabled. It had 

been killed, and she had watched. With her other hand, she places her palm on the glass between 

her and the monster’s corpse. Is she hoping to revive it, or to undo the latest in the series of 

trauma and tragedies she faced today? No answer comes from the lifeless mass, and she takes a 

few steps in reverse back down the hallway from which she entered the chamber. 

She’s going to confront the woman she avoided earlier. She needs to blame someone for 

all the horror she’s been put through since that anonymous package retrieval yesterday evening. 

Whoever this woman is, she was going to come up with answers whether she knew them or not, 

and tell Ciara how to get out of the complex once and for all. It is desperate, wishful, but Ciara 

needs the motivation that comes with rage. She would collapse on the black tile floors without it. 

The faint smell of instant coffee lingers in the cubicle where the white glow of the 

monitor illuminates only its plyboard divider. The woman is gone. 

She takes a few pensive steps, scanning the cubicles for signs of an ambush, before 

darting for the staircase. She leaps up the steps, and exits near the entry chamber where the incos 

had first captured her. A crowd of thirty or forty of them are gathered in a huddle near the front 

desk. Jakcen consoles the crowd, ensuring culpability to be had among other platitudes. He is too 

enraptured by his congregation to notice her as she slips out the front door, or too embarrassed to 

admit if he does.  

She hustles through the S.L. One complex back to the car. The sun sears her skin, the 

cool climate of the underground complex evaporates away entirely by the time she reaches the 
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rental car. First, she notices the far door left open, and when she approaches, she sees a 

collection of bed sheets and pillows draped across the car's entryway and sprawled out into the 

parking spot. The car was empty. Sara was gone. 

Ciara stops herself from panicking, yanks the sheets off the asphalt and clamors into the 

shade of the car. She plunges her phone onto the charging pad. She knows Sara’s messages will 

be waiting for her. The moment that passes between the screen's illumination and the phone's 

activation are hellish, but soon, the phone dings awake, and a balming throng of messages flood 

onto the screen.  

The first few recount a squad of inco security officers demanding Sara open up the car. 

The time stamps pause, then resume fifteen minutes later, with Sara forced in an automatic 

vehicle and sent off back toward California. Each message is punctuated by a missed call, for the 

over three hours that Ciara had been stuck underground. Sara reads as scared, tired, angry, lost in 

a cascade of emotion that batters Ciara’s guilty mind as she scrolls through them. After the 

messages finish loading, Ciara calls. 

The initial back and forth between them is filled with love and concern. They both try 

their best to assure the other that, whatever has happened, they are safe now, and soon, they’ll be 

in each other’s arms. Then Sara tells Ciara that she has already contacted the Sol Coast 

detectives and that they promise to help her as soon as she’s back home. 

“… Because, I’m not sure I trust anyone but you right now Sara. This is big, this is scary, 

this is dangerous. The incos called me a terrorist, I can't surrender myself to the detectives 

without more info about what happened.” 

“How dangerous could it be Ciara? Get home, fast. You think that the Sol Coast is going 

to side with some incos who kidnapped me and you? What are we even talking about this for?” 
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Neither of them has ever experienced real danger before, and only Ciara has faced any 

kind of tragedy. Sara did not respond well to hearing Ciara make that assessment. 

“Don’t call me naive Ciara, you said that you were lost in that dungeon for hours. And 

then, some weird thing happened with a robot? If we’re really both such hapless infants then 

you’re lucky to have made it out of that room at all. And now what, you’re going to hide off the 

grid the rest of your life?” Ciara listens, and crawls into the front seat as Sara entreats her from 

the speakers. She goes to program the GPS to bring her home, when through teary eyes, she 

notes a small square of yellow paper stuck to the screen. 

 Sara's voice continues, “Of course I want someone to help us deal with this. You’re not 

in a movie Ciara, this isn’t an adventure and you could have gotten hurt. What if I never saw you 

again?” as Ciara cleans her lenses, and reads the handwritten, purple-inked note: Curiosity, 

absolution, and deliverance. Follow the trail; 34°19'29.1"N 112°11'57.3"W 

She scans the coordinates with her phone. Somewhere out into the Arizona desert, a little 

ways northwest of Phoenix.  

Ciara interrupts Sara’s pleas, “I’m not going to be coming back today, Sara, I’m sorry.” 

Sara’s tone simmers from her rant, and the pain of her, “What?” causes Ciara to resume 

her crying. 

“I need to know that I’m going to be, that you’re going to be, safe. I need answers. I have 

a plan. I’m going to Arizona, I don’t know that I can tell you where specifically. If you don’t 

hear from me again by tomorrow, send whoever you want, wherever you want, to find me and 

bring me back. I love you, Sara.” 

There is a prolonged pause. Ciara sends the map to the car’s GPS, and the submission 

prompt entreats her to accept the route. An opportunity to clear her name, both of their names. 
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To understand what the point of everything that just happened to her was. She wouldn’t find it in 

the Sol Coast. She had to follow the trail. 

“I love you, Ciara,” replies Sara, and hangs up the phone. 

 

An hour and a half drive lies ahead, according to the GPS. The final stretch of the journey 

routes through unofficial, and thus unnavigable, trails and the car automatically populates a list 

of off-road vehicle rental locations in the Phoenix area. The first one on the list is good enough 

for Ciara, who accepts the route, sinks into the front seat, and allows the car to drive through her 

exhaustion. 

Between the music blocks on the radio, Ciara listens to the Arizonan tourism campaigns, 

rustic jingles that beg the listener to consider an evening in the tunnels of Wickenburg, or to take 

the midnight tour of the Agua Fria neonarts scrawl. Ciara did her best to stay out of the region on 

her jobs, preferring to stay in the relative comfort of the coastal or northern provinces. Civics 

classes tell every young Solcoaster the critical importance of each of the country’s regions. All 

things considered, Arizona fared better than a lot of places during the catastrophe period. No 

floods, no blizzards, no earthquakes. Early Arizona is thought of as a model for the transitional 

period, weatherized infrastructure, dedicated rehabilitation projects in suburbs. But no matter 

how many diagrams label “Arizona the powerhouse of the Republic,” it's hard to shake centuries 

of stereotypes about the backwards province. Solar farm engineers who are desperate to prove to 

outsiders that it's really not so hot when you’re inside the buildings. Cactus traps on hiking trails 

that spontaneously combust. No matter where you end up in AZ, how ecologically or culturally 

diverse, it's too hot. 

After an hour of rest and taking in the music, Ciara sees the first of the domes that dot the 
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xeriscaped land, the secret entryways that bely the bustling city underground. If it isn’t the 

culture shock that makes her so uncomfortable in previous visits, it is definitely the amount of 

open space in the supposedly inhabited towns and cities. Flat desert, shoots of mountains and 

hills, brambles and cactus tangled and dry, and near imperceptible adobe domes sprinkled among 

them. Everyone nestled into the Earth, except Phoenix. 

Phoenix was a cruel metaphor. Flamboyant and defiant, but you always knew the bird 

was cooked. On the brink of immolation. The tradeoff for every environmental disaster Arizona 

had been spared, was the most dangerous plight of all: Drought. Of course, by the time the world 

earnestly began to recover, hydrogenerator technology could support the region, but there was 

always the risk that from even one cascade power failure, ten thousand people could be dead of 

heat stroke or dehydration by the end of the day, a hundred thousand at the end of the week. 

Arizonans won’t ever abandon Phoenix. Generations of wall art thicken the stone and 

concrete walls that line the transport corridors. Apartments stack on top of theatres on top of 

restaurants on top of apartments, in the ancient skyscrapers that gleam above the blighted desert. 

Her car parks in the lot of a small shopping center at a building called “Authentic Sierra 

Tours and Adventures.” The front wall of the building is painted with a huge mural of all sorts of 

retro and modern vehicles in a colorful traditional style. ATVs and dirtbikes jumping over dirt 

banks. A dune-buggy is silhouetted against the sun as it flips over a saguaro. Tourism co-ops 

always seem a bit like excuses for the technecks to force their way into the art market, Ciara 

thinks, but she is glad to have one today. 

 The only other person in the store reclines on a couch beneath a holographic display 

projected on the wall. He puts down his phone and sits up in the chair. 

 “Oh, nice to see you, we didn’t have no appointments today, right?” he asks. He speaks 
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sleepily, and with the slang style of a Phoenix native. 

 She replies, “No, I didn’t schedule anything. I’m on a bit of a…” she pauses, to think of 

the best way to describe her goal to someone unfamiliar, “scavenger hunt.” 

 The man alights and jumps from the couch and over to a computer terminal. “Gods, we 

love scavenger hunts! A great real time, you know? You work out your clues yet or can I do a 

help on it?” 

 Ciara is infected with his genuine glee, an unfamiliar emotion for her the past couple of 

days. She laughs and explains, “No, sorry, just need a vehicle to get out into the desert.” She 

sends the route information over to the man’s screen, “and my name is Ciara.” 

 “We’re Markette, yeah, Ciara,” he nods, taking in the info she sent over on his terminal. 

He scrunches his nose in thought, and scratches at the shaved sides of his head, “Well, we ain’t 

been out that over there afore. Easy route though, seems. You ever been on a you-driver before?” 

he asks, after sizing up her obvious coastal style. 

 Ciara explains that no, she never has driven a machine herself, and Markette taps a few 

options into the screen as he explains that first time drivers are required to travel with a 

chaperone. He is available now, with an ATV, or if she doesn’t mind a day or two wait, he can 

reach out for an enclosed vehicle. 

 “That’s fine, I need to get out there today, I’m ready wherever,” says Ciara. 

 “Radhot. To be clear, we all gotta ride on two-style. Big-little spoon.” 

 

The ride out is a pleasant contrast to the lonely drive into the city, primarily focused on 

Markette and his disastrous, hilarious family drama. He does not seem too disturbed by Ciara’s 

cagey response to his inquiries into the nature of her ‘scavenger hunt.’ Once she explains she 
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intends to enter the destination on her own, he stops pressing and instead offers, with a single 

raised eyebrow, a careful explanation of the tracking and recovery features on the navigational 

pack he lends her. 

He parks the van at the head of a hiking trail beneath a massive rainbow-colored shade 

canopy, and fills up a few bottles of water from the public fountain. Ciara downs a whole bottle 

in a single gulp. She had not noticed how parched she had become throughout the day, and the 

first sip of water reawakened her thirst. It is late afternoon, 108 degrees in the shade, 121 outside 

of it. Markette called it cozy for a spring afternoon. She had been stranded once, on a job near 

Vegas. Just twenty minutes in a broken down rental had nearly left her passed out and crispy. 

The pain that a desert sun caused was not something that Ciara could not remember in words as 

much as the feeling. It was cloying and expansive, like being suffused with a tip of a knife, 

instead of stabbed with one. 

The ATV rolls out of the back of the Authentic Sierra van, and Markette helps Ciara strap 

into the back seat, showing her how to properly grip him as they travel deeper into the brush.  He 

offers Ciara some protective goggles and a helmet, decorated with intricate flower patterns and a 

sticker for the tour company plastered to the front. The vibrant floral colors remind Ciara of 

home. They climb aboard, and Markette leans back, and says with deep, ominous gravitas, 

“Now’s our all last chance to aturn round.” 

Ciara is shocked, until underneath Markette’s sunlight goggles, a wide grin appears, and 

he laughs, “Nah, we always say scary style shit like that,” before revving the engines and 

rocketing off into the sand. 

 The ambient coolers of the ATV alleviate the desert heat, and Markette’s skillful 

handling of the machine quiets Ciara’s nervousness. But, what she had not considered and was 
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not prepared for, was the dust. Even though they stayed to the well-worn trails as much as 

possible, a cooperative policy to avoid disturbing natural landscapes, the cloud of particles that 

accumulate around the vehicle force Ciara into a series of at first quiet, then loud and forceful, 

sneezes. After a particularly nasty expulsion, Markette slows the ATV to a halt. Ciara releases 

her grip, realizing just how tightly she had been holding on, and unstraps herself before climbing 

off the seat. 

 “We all are almost there, but do you need a mask or something?” he asks, already 

reaching into a pouch and pulling one out for her while he dismounts as well. She wipes her nose 

and eyes, ties the bandana tight around her mouth, thanking him for the relief. They have stopped 

in a small shaded grotto covered by the wide canopy of a palo verde tree. “We got some allergy 

meds too if you need them,” he continues, unstoppering his bottle of water and taking a swig. 

Ciara and Markette sip at their water and relax in the shade, and cool air of the still running 

ATV. A flock of small brown birds twitter in the canopy above. When Ciara notices them, 

Markette explains, “I call them Hot Finches, escaped genmods, those kinds got some special 

sleek feathers, keeps them cooled down. A little bit dumb though, not much scared of us all when 

we trek out here.” 

A rustle of brambles in a nearby bush interrupts the pair’s conversation. They turn 

sharply to discover the source of sound, but all they can spot is the bush jostling back into place. 

Then, from the opposite side of the vehicle, a feathery flutter mixed with an animalistic hiss 

sounds out. Ciara catches a small grey blur daring away and a few drops of blood dripping from 

the green stems of the palo verde and drying in the desert sand.  

Ciara says, “What the hell was that? Are there predators out here?” 

Markette shrugs, “Sure, but don't get yourself self wrought about it. Circle of life. We’re 
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sorta surprised a critter would get that close to us, but it's not a thing to worry for. Usually if 

they’re smart enough to sneak up on us all, they know enough to stay away. Or big enough to not 

snack on the little birds, and at that point, it's too late.”  

The lack of rattle in his voice calms Ciara’s nerves slightly, but she still worries about 

what more serious dangers might await her ahead without him, or anyone else. The two finish 

their snack solemnly while Ciara fiddles with her watch. No new messages. Markette breaks the 

silence after he notices tears start to well in Ciara’s eyes, and points out the shine of an 

aluminum signal tower in the distance. “Satnav says that’s about where you’re trying to get at,” 

he says biting into a prepackaged granola bar. He waves at the ground ahead of them. “You can 

just walk up that trail there, and it should bring you right to it.” 

She gazes toward the tower, and prepares herself for the walk. While rubbing on another 

layer of thick sun cream, she thanks him for the ride, and is promises his co-op an exuberant 

review. He interrupts her to say, “You are sure you’re not wanting us to come with you?” 

“No, I have to do this on my own. Rules of the scavenger hunt,” she says, almost 

sarcastically at this point. 

“All okay. But, you gotta watch out for these folks. They’re out here lonesome style for a 

reason. Make sure you keep your eyes on you, and you on your stuff.” 

The junkyard hermit was a familiar stereotype on the coast. Desert weirdos who 

practically worship the tchotchkes of the pre-catastrophe industrial complex. They showed up as 

agents of chaos in old cartoons about the recovery. Desperate to reclaim the rugged individuality 

that led to the collapse. Offensive and impolite caricatures for her generation, but she supposes 

those stereotypes linger longer when you live closer to it. 

Markette continues, finishing his snack,“… and they’re gonna try and trade your watch 
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for their old powercycle or whatever. They think they’re archeologists, sticking it to the grid or 

some style,  but they're really just rust vultures nobody wants to be around. We hope whoever set 

up your hunt knows what they’re sending you into.” 

“Me too,” replies Ciara. She shrugs, “Well, I suppose I’ll see you in a bit. Wish me luck.” 

“Yeah, true. Smell you later, Ciara.” He pats her on the shoulder, and she sees her dust 

blasted reflection warp in the multicolored mirror of his goggles’ lens. 

She turns, and walks away into the brush. The ground is an unstable mixture of 

pulverized stone and loose sand, feebly held together by the roots of the desert flora that line the 

side of the dirt trail. The small ridge that had obscured their view juts out above the landscape. 

She keeps to the shade of the hill, until she turns the bend and confronts her foretold destination. 

The fortress that emerges from the sand is an aesthetic contemplation of sheet metal and 

barbed wire. The perimeter fence is covered in assorted signage. Warnings in a dozen languages, 

road directions pointing to nowhere. A pile of machine parts looms behind the wall, composed of 

televisions screen, mopeds, and countless other miscellaneous contraptions that have boiled 

beneath the desert sun. A mighty steel plate gate door stands tall before Ciara, until with the 

grinding of gears and the sound of chains, folds into itself, revealing a woman standing dead 

center in the junk fortress yard. She aims a shotgun at Ciara Way.  
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[FRAGMENT]_06.RACOON 

 The woman approaches Ciara with her hands on the shotgun, one resting on the muzzle, 

the other gripping the stock near the trigger. It is thick and carbon-colored, but polished to a 

shine with a lacquered wooden stock. A proper antique. A real gun, not a taser or sound pistol. 

The glint of the polished metal cannon scans across Ciara’s eyes as the woman takes careful, 

impending steps forward.  

Her grey hair has been caked to her head by the desert dust like a helmet. Her torso is 

plated in a canvas vest covered in pockets. She is a bit shorter than Ciara, but the confidence in 

her stance emanates a larger, domineering presence. About fifteen feet from where Ciara stands 

at the compound gate, she stops and readjusts her gun to point slightly toward the ground and 

away from Ciara’s head. Her eyes are weary, but her face is not worn down like you might 

expect from someone who spends all day in the noonday sun. Its heat bathes the two women, as a 

gentle breeze rustles the rusted windchimes that decorate the gateway’s arch. 

When the other woman speaks, her voice is hoarse but steady, “Do you know what 

you’re doing out here, lady?” 

 “Somebody put your coordinates in my car. I followed the trail here, to the end, I hope.” 

 The woman contemplates for a moment, sizes Ciara up, and she says, “Thought you 

might be one of hers.” She coughs into her free hand, fingertips blotched black with oil. A bit of 

it smears on the woman's lips. “My name is Journey Washer. What’s yours, and how’d you end 

up here?” She jerks the end of the gun, “Answer quick.” 

 Ciara recounts her last few days in a nervous, disconnected ramble. She realizes that she 

has not yet had the chance to process the tornado of locations and dangers through which she’s 

been. The details of the story spray out in chaotic bursts. A mint vine wallpaper, a maze of office 
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cubicles, a paralyzing mass of wire and pink lights, a sticky note, and an ATV. Ciara's eyes are 

locked on the barrel of the shotgun, and Journey listens to the story patiently as Ciara stumbles 

and backtracks over the details.  

Beyond the focus of her stare, Ciara's eyes catch a small, grey blob that darts across the 

center of the compound from one pile of junk to the other. It reminds her of the shapes she saw 

in the brush. She stops her recounting of the ATV store, to look up and beyond Journey and tries 

to catch a better glimpse. 

Journey speaks for the first time in the story, “Hey now, you were just getting to the good 

part. Sounds like I was about to show up.” 

Ciara quickly apologizes, and finishes her account of the drive through the desert, 

concluding with the disappearance of the birds.  

 Journey hardly seemed to react at all to any of the wild details she was sharing. She just 

shifts her weight occasionally from one foot to the other, or shifts her eyes to some new spot on 

Ciara’s person. With her story complete, Ciara waits for Journey to react, but the woman 

continues to just stand with menace. She imagines that Sara would shut down if faced with such 

an unresponsive audience. She would assume her messages were going unheard, or worse, were 

boring them.  

The detectives who interviewed her after her mother died were active listeners. Ready to 

chime in with are-you-okays and go-ons. Encouraging, sympathetic, and devoted to her well-

being and mental stability. But, Ciara only remembers those conversations as utterly suffocating. 

When you’re a child, and a drone malfunctions, falls out of the sky into a pool, electrocutes your 

mother and three other people in front of you, people want to give you a reason why it happened. 

To give you a story that makes sense. But, if it was really just an accident, if nobody made it 
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happen on purpose, the instance of meaning was a burden. A burden Ciara had grown to leave 

behind, unanswered. She had to figure out other things. 

 “Well, that’s quite a mess,” Journey says wryly, “But… I figure if lil’ Ronny doesn’t 

mind you I suppose you can come into the shade.” 

Journey swings the shotgun around her arms, and clicks it over her shoulder, the barrel 

separating from the chamber. Ciara flinches from the snapping noise, but Journey only chuckles 

and turns around on her heel, waving over her shoulder for Ciara to follow. 

 The inside of the compound is a mess of metallic viscera and dust. A concrete floor 

covered in steel cabinets and wooden boards. Various analog tools are hung on nails. On thin 

wire strings strung across the ceiling, sheets of paper are clotheslined in a web of abstract 

images. Some are simple splotches of watercolor paints, others are stenciled diagrams of old 

machines, and others still a combination of the two. 

 Journey sets the gun down on a corner table beneath an open-air window and takes a seat. 

Her racoon jumps up into her lap and starts to paw at her denim skirt. Its maw slightly splattered 

with dried brown blood, and a feather stuck to one of his paws. Journey and the racoon stare in 

Ciara’s direction as she hesitates at the doorway. 

 “Don’t mind the clutter, Ciara. I know it's a bit of a culture shock for you Coaster-types. 

But, a little bit of junk isn’t gonna drown you.” 

 Journey pets her racoon, scritching its neck folds, and its stubby banded tail thumps 

against her chest. 

 She asks Ciara to take a seat, and she obliges. She is careful not to step on any of the 

loose paper mats as she crosses the room. She sits down across from Journey and her gun. Once 

hidden to Ciara behind one of the metal tool cabinets, a pair of two more raccoons sit at the base 
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of a large pile of wires and metal sheets. They take turns stripping the pile of its parts, like two 

factory workers at the assembly line, and tossing them into small plastic bins to their side. They 

chitter as if in conversation as they hastily claw through their pile of junk.  

 Ciara asks, startled, “What are those things doing?” 

 “Sorting,” replies Journey, “I go out into some of the droughtwrought towns and do some 

private excavations. Old cars, computers, early smart grids and the like. Lug it all back here, and 

the racoons tear it apart and sort it for me.” 

 Ciara wouldn't believe such a thing was possible if she were not watching it happen in 

front of her. She’d heard about raccoons early in school, nuisance animals that live far up north. 

They were among the many animals that were saved by the extinction prevention initiatives in 

the last century. She had never heard of them being smart enough to dismantle a computer 

though. 

 “And how do you train them to do that?” 

 Journey chuckles. “I’ve been breeding them for a couple decades now. The fur gets 

thinner, the tails get shorter, but the brains get bigger. Procyon Sapiens, I like to call them. They 

can’t talk of course. Yet.” She smiles gently at the racoon with a mother’s love, who has drifted 

off to sleep in her lap. “You’ve met Ronny, he’s the oldest. Not as bright. Those are his kids, 

Apache and Corona,” she gestures to the two at the buckets, “and there’s Wetboy and Glimmer 

and Twelvetwelve out and about somewhere. He’s usually the one who follows people in, but I 

guess Ronny was a little hungry.” She picks off the feather from his fur, and drops it float to the 

shack’s floor. “Now, Michelangela, she’s the smartest one of the litter. I have her down stairs 

with some choice circuit boards.” 

 “And they just… do it on their own?” 
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 “Yeah, for the most part now. It's instinctual. Might have been for something else back 

before, acorns or somesuch. But now, set them in front of a junk pile and they’ll pick it apart 

until dinner time, or until the coyotes start baying and they scamper off to hide. I still buy them 

something nice with the money I get from the recyclers, like I did to train their ancestors, but at 

this point they do it for fun.” 

 The women sit for a moment and watch the racoons at work. The smaller of the two, 

Corona, paws at a contraption of shiny chrome metal. She frantically pats at one the junction 

point, until with a clink, a small metal rod falls out of its fastened position. The racoon brings it 

to her face, and inspects it. Little gloved hands, twirling an aluminum screw. 

 Ciara escapes the transfixing sight, and asks Journey why she is breeding junk sorting 

raccoons. The older woman turns to gaze out the window for a moment, then turns Ciara and 

sighs, “I want to leave something to clean up this mess when I’m gone.” 

 Journey pets the racoon in her lap, then says “Alright, work to do in the east shed.” She 

stands, shoos Ronny off toward the sorting bucket, and stomps out of her home, “You’re coming, 

Ciara?” she asks as the doorway, which prompts Ciara to stand herself and follow. 

 A small geodesic dome emerges from behind a tower of metallic sheets, and Journey 

pulls a keyring from her pocket. She unlocks the door and says, “Now, I’ve got some 

maintenance to do on the hydrogenerator. You’ll help me out with some of the gardening, while I 

explain what you have to decide next, that sound fair?” 

 Ciara agrees, and they step inside the damp chamber. A series of planters encircle the 

perimeter of the dome, a dozen rows of leafy green stems sprouting from the damp soil. Journey 

crouches down next to a small, round machine that churns away across the far wall, and explains 

to Ciara, “They’re hyperhardy genmods. Taro, carrots, and the like. So, just a few drops will do. 
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Put your hand in a bucket, dribble a couple drops on each stem. Careful not to waste too much, 

the generator has been acting strange and I at least need the bucket to last until the end of the 

month and I go back into the city.” 

 “Now, what you need to know,” she begins, a small wrench cranking on a bolt behind the 

generator, “there is a woman back in Phoenix. If she finds someone of interest to her, starry-eyed 

ramblers like you, and they don’t trip over their own feet first, she sends them to me, and I 

decide if they get to meet her or not.” 

 The first few drops of water fall from Ciara’s hand, “So, if I made it here, why can’t you 

just send me on my way to the next place?” 

“Because, if I send you to her, and you get inside her library and meet her, and you mess 

things up, that’s on me.” The words are said with a bitter tinge, an obvious wound from an 

unsaid failure that still lingers. 

“Now, Ciara, so far I like you. The raccoons like you too, never seen them be this polite 

around a guest. So, I’m going to offer you a choice. Leave now, make your way back home, and 

never know where the next step was meant to take you,” Journey sits up from behind the 

generator and brandishes the wrench in her hand to emphasize her point. “I’ll let the woman 

know she needs to clean up whatever mess she made for you. You’ll be in the clear to forget 

every interesting thing that happened to you the last couple days.” 

 Journey stops, an initiation for Ciara to respond. She isn’t used to bargains. Delivery 

meant goals, pathways: an endpoint with success or failure. Risk, chance, bargains, these are 

dangerous words in Anaheim. Journey offers her the second option. 

 “Or, I tell you where she’s at, and how to get inside. They won’t hurt you there, but 

they’ll tell you how they hurt people, and why, and if you don’t buy in, you’ll never be quite 
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certain of the safety of the world you go back to.” 

 Ciara pauses at the final planter and rubs the potato plant’s stem over her thumb. The 

texture of the smooth, vibrant leaf smears the dust that had been building on her hands on her 

journey through the desert. “Why,” she asks, “will I never be certain?” 

 Journey slams the top of the generator, a loud slosh of water bursts through the small 

room as it resumes its electrical hum. She takes a towel off a nearby table, and wipes the sweat 

from her head, “Once you’re down there, they are going to try and recruit you. Tell you 

everything they do, and have done, and why they do it. And, Ciara, my friends, her friends, they 

do bad things.”  
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[REPEAT]_07.QUESTION 

 Nestled beneath a tenement megapartment in southern Phoenix, the Heavy Side 

bookstore teems with myriad mementos of a literary world. Like most so-called “bookstores,” 

the place is littered with antique paraphernalia of a more tactile era. There are centuries of 

physical media for the meager few shoppers to peruse, books of all kinds. CD books with 

compendia of games or music, harddrive books labeled by century for the website data they 

archive. Even a few paper or plastic books, the ancient sort, kept safe and locked behind a glass 

case equipped with a robotic arm you use to manipulate, inspect, and thumb through. 

 Ciara Way is not the only shopper inside when she enters, but there does not seem to be 

any employees. The ride back in from Journey’s fortress was easy, if heavy with the weight of 

the decision she made. But by the time she and Markette parted ways and she entered the address 

of Heavy Side into her car, the burden of the hesitation had been lifted. 

 The teller kiosk is tucked behind an assortment of holographic projector frames, cycling 

through animation of landscapes and nebulae. Ciara spots the small yellow note stuck to the 

screen: The journey completes, a conversation awaits. Take the stairs behind the oil paintings. 

She grabs the note, appreciates the coarseness of the material as it wrinkles in her hand, and 

pockets it in her satchel. 

 The oil painting section, a collection of anonymous portraits, human and animal alike, 

lines the back wall of the store. Ciara searches the set, and lingers on the portrait of a woman. 

Stern, professional, she stares across the floor of the bookstore with an intensity that unsettles 

Ciara. High, round cheeks, tall hair. Simmering brown eyes in a gentle lilac dress. Ciara feels a 

tap on her neck from behind, right on the rash her bag left her with at the beginning of this 

adventure. She winces and turns, and faces one of the other customers she had noticed browsing 
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the paper book display when she walked in. 

 “She’s not so imposing in person,” he says with a conciliatory smile, and reaches past 

Ciara to press a hidden switch on the wall. The portrait folds forward and over the painting 

below, before both collapse backward into a wall that slides away to avoid their curve. There is a 

brief entryway which the portraits settle into on the floor, and a shadowy curved stairwell lit by 

tiny specks of lights a few feet in front of her. Ciara turns to speak again to the man, who she just 

spots across the far side of the store, stepping out into the evening light of the city. 

 Ciara follows the trail of string lights that wrap around the stairwell. The green plastic of 

the cords flicker in the twinkle of the retro lights as they worm around the brass railings. The 

bulbs wrap around the rail like thorns are hot to the touch when Ciara tries to steady her descent 

by grabbing hold, yet the metal is bitingly cold. She descends. The air is musty and damp, she 

feels each breathe as she paces down the stairs.  

 At the base, a wide, oak door. No keyhole, Ciara notes, but an amber glow emanates from 

the other side between the creases of its brass hinge. A sigil decorates its face, a gold-rimmed 

oval trimming a black field, bisected by a gentle curve. The slope of the curve is flat on both 

ends, almost like the shape of the letter “S” but stretched and pulled so that the top and bottom 

curves are taut while the center line is nearly straight.  

 Ciara pushes against the door with her hands, feels it gives just slightly, but it does not 

budge. It is heavier than she would expect from a wooden door, an antiquated material with 

which she is rather unfamiliar. Carefully, she rests her satchel on the ground. She adjusts, leans 

her shoulder against the door, pushes with her whole body against it and the ground. It groans 

with her effort, scratching against the stone floor as the hinges wail. Her own groaning adds to 

the noise when the soreness on her neck throbs in pain. She pushes through, a few inches more, 
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and the passage will be open enough for her to squeeze through. 

 With her full body pressed against the door, all her weight leveraged against its 

resistance, Ciara exerts one final force, then collapses against its weight. She slides down the 

face of the door to the floor with her hands draped over her knees, eyes shut in the dark chamber, 

and breathes deeply to catch her breath. 

 She opens her eyes, and the stairwell is alight with an orange glow. She spins to a stand, 

clutches her satchel to her chest in a hug, and sees what awaits inside. 

 The room beyond expands outward and upward in terraces of books. The walls are lined 

with rows and rows of colorful tomes. The library is filled with a soft yellow glow broadcast 

from a giant crystalline dome affixed to the ceiling. A flurry of people go about their business on 

the higher floors and a small crowd has gathered at a rail, two stories up and across from where 

Ciara entered. Their chatter dies out when she steps inside and is noticed. 

 A wave of stillness follows their silence. Ciara follows the eyeline of the crowd, which 

has shifted away from her and toward the semi-circle desk that stands at the center of the 

cavernous chamber. The same serpentine sigil on the face of the door is plastered across its front 

beneath the desk top.  

A woman sits at the desk, face obscured by the back of an old, black computer monitor 

screen. She stands, pushes in her seat, straightens out the wrinkles in her smart lilac dress, and 

circles around the back of the desk. Ciara clutches her satchel to her chest as the woman starts to 

walk down the long, central thoroughfare in her direction. 

 She stops a few feet from Ciara and gives a slight bow. It is the woman in the portrait. 

“Hello, Ciara. We’re elated to have you with us today.” A psychic bubble bursts when the 

woman speaks, and the onlookers above hustle back to their activities. 
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 Ciara shouts, despite herself, “What’s your name? Who are you?” 

“I’m the head officer of diversion for the Lilac division of the Sigmoid Function,” the 

woman answers perfunctorily despite the outburst. “The woman who placed the order you 

delivered to New Brain. I believe we saw each other briefly in the bowels of that tedious 

complex, though I had not realized at the time.” 

 Ciara releases the frustration and the curiosity she’s been harboring since she arrived in 

the small room in that Anaheim mall. She lashes the woman in lilac with the stress of her story, 

the pain of her separation from her life. A torrent of questions bombard her, how the woman 

hacked her courier service, the nature of that wire monster and its death, the safety of Sara and 

their lives in Urbia. The woman grimaces appropriately at the inquiries, and lingers in the minute 

of dense silence that follows Ciara’s reproach.  

 “Might… I offer an overall explanation of our organization in response,” the woman in 

lilac asks finally, the moment after Ciara catches her breath. 

 Ciara had hoped for any sort of answer besides another question. “I’m sick of 

conversations, of people with more control and more power and more answers than me 

explaining the world as they see it. Me, my girlfriend, and my sore neck are all bottled up in this 

concocted world of yours, and I just want out. I’m lost, and I’m hurt. I’m here because I thought 

someone might be able to help me.” 

 The woman in lilac takes a careful step forward, and then another when Ciara does not 

flinch. She reaches out to place a hand on Ciara’s shoulder, and gazes into her eyes. The gaze is 

suffused with the passion of a prophet, who believes herself to be on the brink of another 

salvation. The grip of the hand tightens when she speaks. 

 “You followed me, Ciara. I am,” she pleads, “helping you. You’re a dedicated courier. A 
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curious explorer. Not all who help us are capable of such things as you’ve been through. They 

have not the bravery that you’ve exhibited. To watch our execution firsthand, and still travel the 

route we lay before for you. This is a testament to our assessments. Of, our mission. If you would 

allow me to explain ourselves fully, I believe you will find the balm you seek.” 

 With her eyes trained on the woman, Ciara reaches up, and shoos the woman’s hand off 

her shoulder. At first, the woman grasps tighter at the affront, but allows the hand to fall, and 

clasps them both behind her back. 

 Ciara relents, “Fine, I’ll listen one more time. But once I hear you out, you have to let me 

leave, safely, if I choose too.” 

 “Of course, Ciara. We’re no threat to people like you. Journey has burnt herself paranoid 

in that desert.” 

 The woman turns and beckons Ciara to walk with her through the library. Less cluttered 

than the store above, more like a museum. And, unlike the store above, almost everything on the 

shelf is a book with pages, untattered and fresh. 

“As I said Ciara, you’re curious. Of course, that is a great virtue of humanity. However, it 

poses a risk. Curiosity is double edged. A fantastic tool that dragged humanity out of a desperate 

struggle for resources. A balance against the corruption of the state, the dogma of old 

philosophies. And for that, many of the curious were banished, executed, unpersoned. Until the 

rare few, those who managed to be both successful and curious, wrenched control of the world, 

and rewarded themselves for their curiosity. For their discovery.” 

Ciara and the woman in lilac meander down a thoroughfare off the central chamber, 

which branches off in turn into a section of the library that shelves a collection of glossy 

magazines. The woman runs the tips of her fingers along the spines that they pass, her eyes 
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locked to Ciara’s while she recites her sermon. 

Ciara interjects, “So, what, that’s what you are, what all of this is? You have this secret 

society that terrorizes the people you disagree with, and then set up big, scary scavenger hunts to 

impress the people that catch you?” 

The woman in lilac halts, the hard sole of her shoe clacks on the floor and echoes through 

the chamber. She scowls at Ciara. “Do not interrupt, especially when you do not yet understand 

enough.” Ciara flinches back and follows the woman as she continues to walk forward through 

the aisles, and the woman resumes as if no interruption had occurred. 

“They became addicted to that reward. Became the dogma, became the state. Carved up 

our world, poisoned our air and our seas, a desperate pursuit to reward themselves ever more for 

the smallest of new discoveries. They became executioners, banishers. Corporate, industrial 

scientific hierophants who sat upon thrones of plastic, blood, rust, and bone.” 

She pauses, an opening for Ciara to fill with a response. She guesses at what she expects 

the woman wants to hear, “The catastrophes? I know history. We started to outgrow ourselves, 

and then we settled down.” When the woman does not immediately return to the lecture, Ciara 

pushes, “Which, as far as I can tell, has nothing to do with why you put me through all of this. 

It’s not like I’m responsible for the climate catastrophes, or whatever they were doing at New 

Brain.” 

 “Closer, Ciara, you almost understand,” the woman in lilac replies, then falls back into 

her practiced cadence. “Indeed, it was so the world rotted, collapsed beneath the infinite weight 

of the pollution of greed, drowned in the sea of ambition. Its bloated corpse fractured, then 

shattered. A pathetic end for humanity, it may have been. If not but, from not but the smallest 

particles of human strength in the dark of adversity, we survived. Together.”  
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Despite her earlier protestations, Ciara cannot help but be compelled by the woman’s 

lecture now. She senses the crescendo of the story arriving in the voice of the woman in lilac. 

The low, passionate tones that rumble with the authority of a practiced sage.  

“You’ve seen it, on your journey here these past three days. The power from our sun is 

distributed fairly, water is cleaned, medicine is shared. Our world, our fragile world, works now. 

People aren’t desperate for food, aren’t addicted to wealth, or control. We’ve made the last 

consequential discovery: the end of struggle. We know how to survive, indefinitely. Write our 

books, make our arts, play our games, pāx nostra īnfīnītōrum.” 

 She grabs a magazine blindly off the shelf, and hands it to Ciara. Time, November 2028. 

The same edition from the room where Ciara collected the package. “Where did you get this,” 

she asks, stunned. 

 The woman responds, “It is the only copy that remains,” and continues her recitation with 

a mounting insistence. 

“Thus was born the Sigmoid Function. We believe in an active stagnation. We collect 

people who have the heart to nurture the world, yet may otherwise find themselves ensnared by 

the promises of curiosity. Ones, like you, Ciara, who have the courage to become dedicated to 

ensuring humanity does not fail itself again. We are our world's only executioners, banishers, and 

our only victims are the hasty, unconsidered inventions of those we could not entice. We stop 

those, like Mr. Lamelle, from becoming absorbed by their new discoveries, and from unleashing 

new lifeways on our planet. We maintain the steady state of our world’s near utopia, impede an 

acceleratory curve” 

 Ciara glares at woman, biting her tongue, until she speaks out to, “I shouldn’t interrupt, I 

get it, but I really think I'm missing something. You and the incos are, like, enemies, but you talk 
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about the same stuff. They said our world doesn’t ever progress, we can’t figure out how to do it 

on our own anymore, and that’s why they have to go back to those old philosophies that started 

the catastrophes. And, I told him he was wrong too, that things do change. Cars are safer, the 

internet gets faster, solar gets more efficient. We advance, and get better” 

The woman in lilac’s eyes wrinkle, and instead of the rage Ciara expects, she chuckles, 

“Of course, we’re not Luddites. We do not hate the machine. But advancement must always be 

overseen with our eye. Our consideration of its effects, ten, fifty, hundreds of years going 

forward. We calculate any benefit, and any consequence, before it is allowed to excite the world 

into chaos. You’re thinking correctly though, so close to understanding.” 

 At the end of a narrow passage, the two reach a small sitting area. The woman in lilac 

gestures Ciara to sit in a well-carved wooden chair at a short table, shin high off the ground. A 

few books, pages closed, sit scattered on the table around a wispy, mint-green succulent cactus 

potted in a ceramic planter. She follows Ciara to sit opposite her and leans forward, and says, 

“We want you to help us, Ciara. We’ve seen how you handle a demanding situation. The ability 

you have had to confront the world, fearlessly and passionately.” 

 Ciara squirms in the chair. The woman had shifted so dramatically from her first 

interruption. From a total rebuke, to this practiced conciliation, it is unsettling how effortlessly 

the woman manipulates her own emotional shine. Perhaps sensing Ciara’s discomfort, the 

woman in lilac continues, “It's a small role, you can live your life as normal. You and Sara. On 

occasion, you will receive new challenges from us, with less mystery than the one you have 

endured these past few days, but just as exciting. Tasks to nudge some spontaneous organizations 

toward collapse, and refold the misled back into our world. Campaigns to disincentivize the 

behaviors of the ambitious, sabotage of few delivery drones, prevent them from unleashing 
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writhing mechanical minds onto a delicate populace. There is only rarely violence, never death. 

You become a facet in a layer of security the organization provides. The harbinger of stability for 

a more gentle world.” 

When the woman finishes speaking, Ciara’s thoughts are for Sara at home. The offer 

compels her, appeals to the part of her that made her want to have a job like a courier. But, every 

delivery ends with the assurance that she would be able to one day return home, to be secure in a 

place outside a desert of isolation and outside a sea of turmoil. She wonders though, if she should 

refuse, knowing that the Sigmoid Function would still operate without her, how she could be 

sure she would understand anything that ever happened to her again. 

Ciara stands, and confusion crosses the woman in  lilac’s face. Ciara doubts this 

expression is any less intentional then everything else the woman has said and done since she 

arrived at this library. Since she was struck by that car in Anaheim. She considers the magazine 

still in her hand, brushes the smooth gloss, leafs through the pages. She glances toward the 

woman in lilac, to the books on the table, and decides.  

Ciara Way drapes her satchel bag over her shoulder, careful not to scrape the rash on her 

neck, and slides the magazine inside.  
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[RETURN]_08.HOME 

The elevator doors of Urbia Tower C whoosh open on the fifteenth floor of the 

megapartment complex. Ciara and Sara exit the quiet halls of her soon-to-be former home 

building. Her courier satchel bounces against her hip as she enters the cab. She stands before the 

glass window overlooking the Pacifc. Sara carries the last of Ciara’s clothes in a sack over 

shoulder, ready to load them with the rest of her possessions into the car downstairs. It has been 

programmed to drive it all to their new home, a couples’ housing unit deeper within the complex 

grounds.  

Ciara has been rather fortunate since her return from her whirlwind tour of Arizona. A 

Sol Coast investigation into New Brain came to reveal that they had been using recklessly out-

of-date code to place orders with her delivery cooperative, seemingly as some sort of abstract 

political protest, which created a cascade of technical glitches that corrupted the co-op’s 

archives. The revelation of these archaic practices absolved her of any supposed conspiracy to 

sabotage the company. New Brain and the other incorporated communities in S. L. One soon 

disincorporated, after more technical errors destroyed all their research, and their reputation.  

On the same day she and her girlfriend were reunited in Urbia, they were notified that 

their housing lottery number had been called. When the investigation resolved itself, they were 

assigned to their new home, the eleventh unit of the eleventh floor of Tower A, and began the 

process of merging their lives, together in a single home. Sara had been fascinated by the 

pleasant serendipity of such a symmetrical new address. 

“We finally did it,” Sara says gleefully, “and all it took was the most stressful day of our 

lives.” 

Ciara laughs, “The most stressful day, yet.”  
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She hides the dark thoughts that surface in her mind with a playful nudge to Sara’s side. 

No-one had contacted her, not a single word since she left the bookstore and drove back to 

Urbia. All the good fortune the two of them had, the coincidences that aligned in her favor, she’s 

unsure if it would scare her more to think that it was all a coincidence, or that the Sigmoid 

Function really had the power to manipulate so much. 

She leaves those thoughts, and takes up Sara’s free hand instead. If only for today, weeks 

since her bizarre journey disrupted their lives and separated them from one another, Ciara can 

allow herself to gaze beyond the glass of the elevator and worry about nothing but the sun as it 

rises over the ocean. The doors close automatically behind them, and the elevator descends. The 

luminous power of the afternoon sun emblazons the water, sending silver sheens of light and heat 

to bounce off the ripples of its fathomous expanse. 

 

 

   

 


